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t is an ordinary spring day in 1974.
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Three farmers trudge across a field

ffi.in northern China,looking for a good

Under a field in western China,

fr vast, silent ilrfiry gufirds ûn

emperolshidden tomb,

piace to dig a well. They pick a spot near

a grove of persimmon trees. Down they

dig, five feet, ten feet. Still no water. All

of a sudden, one of the farmers feels his

shovel strike against something hard.ls

it a rock? It's difficult to see at the bottom

of the dark hole, so the farmer kneels

down for a closer look.

Carefully, the men dig around the

object. To their surprise, they find the

head of a man made of

pottery. The face stares

back at them, open-eyed

and lookingamazingly

real. The farmers have

never seen anything like

it. They remember hearing

stories of a clay man found

near this place many years

ago. The villagers had been

scared that it would bring
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Chinese

archaeologists

work carefully

to dig out the

army of clay

figures.

This soldieri

armor and

hairstyle date

from long ago.

His right hand

is shaped to

hold a spear.

bad luck, so they

broke it to bits.

These three

well-diggers are

not so supersti-

tious. They report

their discovery to

local officials,

and soon

archaeolo-

gists arrive

to search the

area more closely,

hoping to find a clay

The clay figures are a little

larger than life size,

body to go

with the

head.In

fact, they

find much

more.

During

the weeks and

months that fol-

low, the archaeologists

dig out more and more soldiers made

of terracotta, a tough pottery clay.

They look old, from the time

when Chinese warriors wore

knee-length robes, armor

made from small leather

plates, and elaborate topknot

hairdos. The tall soldiers are

arcayedin battle forma-

tion and stand at

attention as if
waiting for a

command.

Weapons are

found too-
hundreds of

bronze swords,

daggers, and

axes, as well

as thousands

of scattered

arrowheads-

all so well

made that,
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after cleaning, their ancient tips are still

sharp enough to split a hair!

What the well-diggers stumbled

upon is among the largest and most

incredible archaeological discoveries of

modern times-an enormous under-

ground army that has been standing

guard, silently and watchfully, for more

than2,200 years.

Emperor Forever
Who put them there? One man, the

first emperor of China, Qin Shihuang

(pronounced "Chin Shi-hwong"), who

ruled fuom259 to 210 BCE. Like most

ancient Chinese, the emperor believed

that life after death was not very

different from life on Earth. The soul of

a dead person could continue to enjoy

all the pleasures of everyday life. Rich

people and royalty made fancy tombs

filled with silk robes, jewelry, furniture,

games, boats,

The officers of

the army rode

in fine chariots,

complete with

umbrellas.
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This heavy,

impractical

limestone armor

!ÿas meant to

protect the clay

soldier from

evil spirits.

Some of the

original paint

can still be seen

on this kneeling

archer.

chariots-everything

a person might want.

Legends tell us that

Qin buiit a magnificent

tomb for himself

and filled it with

splendid riches.

Qin knew

that grave robbers would

try to loot the treasures

in his tomb. He had

the tomb door rigged

to make a noise like

thunder to scare off

thieves, and mechanical

crossbows were set to fire

at anyone who dared

1,. to trespass. And around the

pits. The entire army faces

east, in the direction of the

tomb, a terracotta army stood

guard to protect their ruler for

all eternity.0nce the figures

were buried, it was believed

that they would come to

life to defend the tomb

from both real attack-

ers and evil spirits.

The §ilent
Army

So far,

terracotta

troops have

been found in

three separate

neighboring enemy kingdoms

Qin had conquered.

The first pit is the

biggest, more than

two football

fields long, with

about 7,000 sol-

diers, horses, and chariots.

Few of the soldiers wear a

helmet or carry a shield,

i, proof of their fearless-

' ness. Archers stand in the

front ranks, ready to fire.

The archers would once

have held crossbows, the most

powerful of ancient weapons.

Stationed among the foot soldiers

are officers in chariots, ready to beat a

drum to signal a charge or ring a bell to

call for a retreat. Another pit contains

the army's headquarters, where officers

stand around as if discussing tactics.

About a thousand figures have been

unearthed so far, and,amazingly, no

two faces are the same. The army of clay

figures includes men of all ages, from all

over China, each with a different per-

sonality. A young soldier looks excited

and nervous. An older officer appears

tired. Some seem lost in thought, others

look proud and confident. Each is an

individual.



toes, and

from

their fine armor is made

small iron fish scales.

The exc*vaTicn

çiTe !s ncu'r

rccf,rd and

open te vilitors.

Hundreds of

craftsmen

from all

over the

empire

spent more

than 10 years in special pottery

workshops near the tomb creat- .#
ing the warriors, horses, animals,

and other figures for the tomb. The

bodies and heads of the figures were

made separately, then joined together

with wet clay. The artists probably made

the different faces look like real people

they knew.

The clothes and armor also show a

lot of detail. The generals are the most

elegant. Their caps sport pheasant

feathers, their fancy shoes curl up at the

The harseç afthr
terracoTia âîmy are

Mongolian ponies*nct

very big but iough and

sirong. The mane o{

eech chariot harse is

trin:med short, and its taii

is braided ro it \»oËr't get

caught in lhe harness.



Tâssels on their armor mark their

high rank.

The terracotta figures

are now gray, but originally

they were brightly painted.

Their skin and hair once

looked real, and their uni-

forms were a blaze of purple, The Emperor's Legacy
blue, green, yellow, red, and

orange.

It is strange to think that

these amazing statues were

never meant to be seen by

anyone. As soon as the army

was finished, it was buried

outside the tomb. The co1-

and buried under 10 feet (3 meters)

of dirt. They were supposed to remain

undisturbed forever. How surprised

Qin's sculptors would be by the crowds

of people from all over the world who

come to see their creations today!

What exactly is the terracotta army

guarding so steadfastly? Are legends

about the tomb's splendor true? Qins

final resting place took more than 30

years to build and was still not finished

when the emperor died at the age of 49.

It is enormous,larger than his largest

palace. According to legend, the central

chamber has a domed ceiling inlaid

with clusters of pearls

umns of soldiers were lined up

in trenches dug in the earth,

covered with a wooden roof,

A terracotta strongman, or maybe

a wrestler, flexes his mulcles.

This will be the gconiegt

tomb guord even.
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moon, and stars. The floor is thought

to be a gigantic map of the world,

made from bronze, with bronze hills

and rivers of mercury flowing into a

mercury sea. Models of the emperor's

palaces and cities, exact

replicas of the real

ones, supposedly

line the banks

of the rivers. If
Qin was like

other nobies

of his time,

he was buried

in a suit made

of thousands of
carved jade tiles sewn

together with gold thread and

then covered with a blanket of pearls.

Nobody knows for certain what

the tomb contains. The government of

China has no plans to open the hill just

yet. Experts are afraid that the tomb

may collapse if any attempt is made to

get in. Another concern is the lake of

mercury that legend says is at the center

of the hall. Mercury, a liquid metal, is

poisonous in even small amounts, so

excavators will have to

wear protective suits,

and all the soil will
need to be cleaned

Qin Shihuang wanted to

live forever. Now, each year

more than2 million people from

all over the world come to his burial

site to see his army,and the soldiers travel

to museums every-

where.

So perhaps, in

some way,

he got his

wish.
A
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This bronze

crane catching

a fish was

found in the

[ormalgardens,

created for

the emperori

enjoyment in

the afterlife.

Bou, rou, totü
gour boaü...

as they go.


